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Abstract: This text explains how active employment policies and cooperatives are perfectly suited to fulfil the mandates outlined in the 1978 Spanish Constitution in relation to the promotion of cooperatives (Article 129.2), and
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to policies oriented towards full employment (Article 40.1), which fall under the overall protection of social rights. After analysing the provisions contained in these two articles, details are provided as to how the economic crisis and the strict balanced budget policies that ensued have also weakened the constitutional protection of social rights, with the adoption of regressive measures whose compatibility with the Constitution has been accepted by the Spanish Constitutional Court (despite divided opinions among the Court’s members). Finally, an analysis is conducted of the options available within the Spanish legal system to protect and encourage cooperative societies. It is then argued that cooperatives can be a very useful instrument to create employment, even within the most innovative and dynamic sectors of the economy. These sectors include, for example, the collaborative economy (which includes the digital economy), the ‘white economy’, the ‘green economy’ and the ‘circular economy’.
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**Resumen:** El texto pretende explicar cómo las políticas activas de empleo y las cooperativas encajan perfectamente el desarrollo de los mandatos que la Constitución Española de 1978 establece en relación con el fomento de las cooperativas (art. 129.2) y con una política orientada al pleno empleo (art. 40.1), en el marco de la protección de los derechos sociales en general. Tras analizar el contenido de estos dos artículos, se explica cómo, sin embargo, la crisis económica y las severas políticas de equilibrio presupuestario impuestas tras ella, han debilitado también la protección constitucional de los derechos sociales, con la adopción de medidas regresivas cuya compatibilidad con la Constitución ha sido aceptada por el Tribunal Constitucional español (aunque con división en el seno del propio Tribunal). Finalmente, se estudian las posibilidades que el ordenamiento jurídico español ofrece para proteger e impulsar a las sociedades cooperativas y cómo éstas, fieles siempre a sus principios cooperativos, pueden ser un instrumento muy útil para crear empleo, incluso en los sectores más novedosos y dinámicos de la economía como, por ejemplo, la economía colaborativa —y dentro de ella, la economía digital—, la «economía blanca», la «economía verde», «la economía circular».
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1. Introduction

The synergy between active employment policies and cooperatives fits perfectly with the mandates outlined in the 1978 Spanish Constitution regarding policies directed towards full employment (Article 40.1) and the promotion of cooperatives (Article 129.2), respectively. Firstly, this paper analyses the legal framework of these two articles, which are part of two different areas of the Constitution. The policies aimed at full employment (Article 40.1) are contained in the section that could broadly be called ‘social rights’, which also includes the regulation of the so-called ‘principles governing social and economic policy’. The promotion of cooperative societies (Article 129.2) belongs to the so-called ‘Economic Constitution’, regulated mainly by Title VII, relating to Economy and Finance.

Secondly, an explanation is given of how the deep economic crisis experienced in recent years has also weakened the constitutional protection of social rights and, therefore, the principles governing social and economic policy. These principles include employment, to the extent that controversial, clearly regressive measures were adopted in these areas under the shadow of the economic crisis and the severe policies required for a balanced budget. This even led to a reform of Article 135 of the Spanish Constitution in 2011 which was implemented within a very short period of time. The constitutionality of these measures was endorsed by the Spanish Constitutional Court.

Thirdly, the paper examines the options provided for in the Spanish legal system to protect and encourage cooperatives. Since cooperatives can be an ideal instrument for creating high-quality employment, their values are perfectly matched with a social model that promotes social rights and helps overcome the painful social cuts caused by the economic crisis and adjustment policies.

---

2 Under Spanish law, active employment policies are defined as ‘the package of services and programmes aimed at providing guidance, employment and training for employment seeking to improve employability of unemployed people, on either an employed or a self-employed basis, the maintenance of employment, the professional development of employees and the promotion of entrepreneurship and the social economy’ (Article 36.1 of Royal Legislative Decree 3/2015, of 23 October, which approves the Consolidated Text of the Employment Act (published in the Official Gazette, hereinafter, BOE, No. 255, of 24 October).

3 Reform of Article 135 of the Spanish Constitution, of 27 September, 2011 (BOE no. 233, of 27 September, 2011). On this question see, for example, LÓPEZ GARRIDO, D. (Dir.), (2013).
2. The promotion of employment and cooperatives in the Spanish constitution

2.1. Fostering employment

Article 40.1 of the Spanish Constitution states that ‘the public authorities shall promote favourable conditions for social and economic progress and for a more equitable distribution of personal and regional income within the framework of a policy of economic stability. They shall devote special attention to carrying out a policy directed towards full employment’.

This article is included in Chapter III of Title I of the Constitution, on the principles governing social and economic policy, and is complementary to Article 35 of the Constitution, which contains the right and duty of Spaniards to work, although Article 35 is in the second section of Chapter II of Title I of the Constitution. The relationship between Articles 35 and 40.1 of the 1978 Spanish Constitution was established by the Constitutional Court from early case law (specifically as of Judgment 22/1981, of 2 July), as the synthesis of both the individual and collective aspects of the same concept.

---

4 The full text of Article 35 of the Constitution reads:
1. ‘All Spaniards have the duty to work and the right to employment, to free choice of profession or trade, to advancement through their work, and to sufficient remuneration for the satisfaction of their needs and those of their families; moreover, under no circumstances may they be discriminated against on account of their gender.
2. The law will regulate a Workers Statute.’

5 These types of provisions have precedents in Spanish constitutional history and also in comparative law, in international law and in European Union law. For example, in Article 46 of the Spanish Constitution of the Second Republic of 1931 and in Articles 35 et seq. of the 1947 Italian Constitution and 58 et seq. of the 1976 Portuguese Constitution. For its part, international law must take into account Article 6.2 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, which refers to full and productive employment; Article 1.1 of ILO Convention No. 122, which states that ILO members shall declare and pursue, as a major goal, an active policy designed to promote full, productive and freely chosen employment. These provisions have precedents within the scope of European Union law in Article 3.3 of the Treaty on European Union and Article 147 et seq. of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, both of which refer to employment.

6 This Judgment states that the right to work is not exhausted in the freedom to work; it also involves the right to a job and, is twofold, as is both individual and collective, as recognised in Articles 35.1 and 40.1 of the Spanish Constitution, respectively. Its individual aspect is embodied in the equal right of all to a certain job if they are appropriately qualified for it, and in the right to continuity and stability in employment, that is, to remaining employed unless there is just cause for dismissal. In its collective dimension, the right to work also involves a mandate for the public authorities to carry
The problem posed by the provisions in Article 40.1 is that their constitutional guarantees are quite weak. In contrast, the rights provided for in Article 35 are better protected: Title I of the Constitution, under the heading ‘Concerning Fundamental rights and duties’, clearly differentiates between civil and political rights (which have greater constitutional protection), granted in Chapter II, Section 1, on the one hand; and economic and social rights, mostly contained in Chapter II, Section 2 (including Article 35, which have a lower degree of protection). However, Article 40.1 of the Constitution, which refers to full employment, enjoys even less protection than Article 35 and for that reason it does not appear in Chapter II, but in Chapter III of Title I, under the heading ‘Principles governing Economic and Social Policy’.

According to the provisions in Article 53.3 of the Constitution, the recognition, respect and protection of these guiding principles will inform positive law, judicial practice and the actions of the public authorities, but they can only be invoked before ordinary Courts under the regulations which develop them. In other words, they require legislative development. As TEROL BECERRA argued, the main problem lies in the difficulty in making them to be enforceable by the authorities.

out a policy of full employment; otherwise the exercise of the right to work by one part of the population entails the denial of that same right for another part of it (Constitutional Court Judgment —hereinafter, STC— 22/1981, of 2 July, Eighth legal ground. This argument was reiterated in Constitutional Court Judgments 119/2014, of 16 July and 104/2015, of 28 May.

7 An exception to this are some social rights which are specially protected and provided in Section 2 of Chapter II like the rest of the social rights, but in Section 1. These include, for example, the right to education (Article 27), the right to strike and the right to freely join a trade union (Article 28). Given their location, they enjoy the same protection as civil and political rights, that is, the maximum level of protection granted by the Spanish Constitution.


However, other authors are more optimistic, as they believe that they go beyond mere points in a manifesto and that legislators do not have full discretion when carrying them out.

Even the Spanish autonomous Regions have sometimes been more sensitive than the central government in terms of protecting social rights. When their Statutes of Autonomy were reformed in 2006, they included declarations of rights. The Spanish Constitutional Court has accepted the insertion of rights into the new Statutes of Autonomy, notably including those concerning social aspects (for example, those referring to education, housing, healthcare, adoption of positive actions for the benefit of disadvantaged groups, freedom of choice of doctor and health centre, right to basic income, etc.).

2.2. The promotion of cooperatives

The promotion of cooperatives is provided for in Article 129.2 of the Constitution, which is not in Title I (related to fundamental rights and duties), but in Title VII (related to Economy and Finance), which includes most of the provisions of what has been called the ‘Economic Constitution’. Article 129.2 reads as follows: ‘The public authorities shall efficiently promote the various forms of participation within companies and shall encourage cooperative societies by means of appropriate legislation. They shall also establish means to facilitate access by the workers to ownership of the means of production.’

As GADEA, SACRISTÁN and VARGAS noted, the Spanish Constitution incorporated the most modern European trends in European law regarding cooperatives. It placed them in the proper context of participation, unlike other Constitutions such as the Italian Constitution. Article 45 of the Italian Constitution adopted a more classic stance by recognising the social role of cooperatives with a mutual character and

---

13 TAJADURA TEJADA, J. (2002, 443 et seq.).
14 TEROL BECERRA, M. (2009b, 129); TORNOS MÁS, J. (2017, 45)
no private speculation purposes. In this regard, the Spanish Constitutional Court has also ‘given its blessing’—to put it graphically—to legal regulations of cooperatives that tend to overcome a rigidly mutualist conception.

As DE LUIS ESTEBAN argued, the Constitution does not seek a neutral legislative scenario for cooperatives, but clearly opts to support them and create a favourable framework for their development. Therefore, the State must not remain passive with regard to the cooperative environment, since it has a constitutional mandate to foster and promote it. As a result, any regulatory developments (from commercial, administrative/fiscal perspectives, etc.) that could be considered regressive in terms of participation in companies or that would might hinder or distort the operation of cooperatives in any way would be unconstitutional.

The legislative development of cooperatives in Spain has taken place, above all, through the laws of the Spanish autonomous regions. Although laws on Cooperatives exist for application throughout Spain, the Statutes of Autonomy of the various regions have assumed regulatory jurisdiction over cooperatives and mutual societies not integrated in the Social Security system. While the regions are required to observe the applicable commercial legislation that falls under the jurisdiction of the State, regional laws have a central role in the regulation of cooperativism in Spain.

Practically all the autonomous regions have their own Cooperatives Law. The Basque Country was a pioneer in this respect, given the importance that cooperatives have in its industrial fabric. This regulatory situation on cooperatives in Spain was accepted by the Constitutional Court at a very early stage. In STC 72/1983, of 29 July, the Constitutional Court dismissed an appeal against the alleged unconstitutionality of pioneering Basque Law 1/1982, of 11 February, on cooperatives,
and confirmed the jurisdiction authority of the autonomous regions regarding cooperatives.\textsuperscript{23}

I will now discuss cooperatives as an instrument for the promotion of employment in times of crisis. The recent crisis has resulted in a significant reduction in the protection of social rights and the guiding principles of social and economic policy.

3. The effects of the crisis on the protection of social rights and the guiding principles of social and economic policy

The impact of the global economic crisis that began in 2008 led to severe cuts in the benefits derived from some historically recognised social rights. This caused a strong decline in the levels of protection linked to some of the guiding principles of social and economic policy (as covered by the Spanish constitution regarding employment, health benefits, housing policy, pensions, etc.). The legal doctrine has often considered this regression in the protection of social rights to be a consequence of the crisis and of the ‘sacred’ principle of a balanced budget\textsuperscript{24}.

Some of the Spanish Constitutional Court’s Judgments had already warned that the duty to provide social assistance must be interpreted ‘in connection with economic circumstances, the availability at each given time and the needs of the various social groups’.\textsuperscript{25} Therefore, when cuts and the legislative measures were later applied that overturned some well-established social rights, the Constitutional Court endorsed their constitutionality. JIMENA QUESADA\textsuperscript{26} described how STC 8/2015 of 22 January endorsed the constitutionality of the labour reform\textsuperscript{27}, which re-

\textsuperscript{23} This case law has been maintained over time and was made apparent in STC 291/2005, of 10 November, which compiled the case law of the Court on this matter.


\textsuperscript{25} STC 65/1987, of 21 May, and STC 134/1987, of 21 July.

\textsuperscript{26} JIMENA QUESADA, L. (2017, 115-116, 123).

\textsuperscript{27} Law 3/2012, of 6 July, on urgent measures for the reform of the labour market.
ferred to STC 119/2014, of 16 July, contained a private vote disagreeing with the position held on this matter by the majority of the Court, subscribed to by three judges: ‘... STC 119/2014 provided a new reasoning in the doctrine of this Court: a new constitutionality standard, which the judgment of the majority has now accepted and integrated as being normal. This can be succinctly —but not simplistically— expressed by saying that these resolutions, among others, have raised the adverse economic scenario exceptionally experienced by Spanish citizens for years to the category of constitutionality standard. In other words, these judgments have used the economic crisis as a parameter for the assessment on the constitutionality of the limiting measures of the rights provided for in Chapter II of Title I of the Spanish Constitution, not to mention the guiding principles of the social and economic policy of Chapter III.’

Unfortunately, this trend in case law has been confirmed in subsequent judgments. For example, in STC 49/2015, of 5 March, the Constitutional Court endorsed by a majority that the upward adjustment of pensions according to the Consumer Price Index should be suspended (four judges voted against and issued a private vote in disagreement). This ruling held that the decision did not violate Article 50 of the Constitution, which provides for the upward adjustment of pensions. And in STC 95/2015, of 14 May, referred to the same provision, the Court again endorsed the suspension. In STC 216/2015, of 22 October, it gave its blessing to a cessation of measures to promote rental housing and make the rental market more flexible. Along these lines, STC 139/2016, of 21 July, with three dissenting votes and their corresponding particular votes, also endorsed that irregular migrants be excluded from healthcare.

However, in comparative constitutional case law, other options have been defended that are very different from this highly compre-

---

28 This STC dismissed another unconstitutionality challenge brought against the Law on the reform of the labour market.
29 This Constitutional Court Judgment ruled by majority that Royal Decree-Law 28/2012, of 30 November, on measures for consolidating and securing the Social Security system, was constitutional.
30 The Constitutional Court (with a dissenting private vote) dismissed the unconstitutionality challenge brought against Additional Provision 2 of Law 4/2013, of 4 June, on measures to promote rental housing and to make the rental market more flexible. Law 4/2013 even eliminated the subsidies that had already been granted.
31 This Judgement endorsed the constitutionality of Royal Decree-law 16/2012, of 20 April, on urgent measures to guarantee the sustainability of the National Health System and secure the quality of its benefits. SOBRINO GUIJARRO, I. (2017, 84).
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The comprehensive position of the Spanish Constitutional Court regarding the cuts in the protection of rights and social principles in times of economic crisis. This can be illustrated by the position adopted by the Portuguese Constitutional Court in Judgment 352/2012, of 5 July, whereby it accepted an appeal brought against Portuguese Law No. 64-B / 2011, of 30 December, of the General State Budget for the year 2012, whereby holiday and Christmas payments to public officials and pensioners were totally or partially suspended due to the profound economic crisis. The Portuguese Court rendered Articles 21 and 25 unconstitutional for violation of the principle of equality. The fifth legal ground stated: ‘... it is indisputable that if the challenged measures were to be implemented, the sacrifices to reduce the public deficit would not be shared equally among all citizens, nor would it be applied proportionally to their financial capabilities, since they would not be universal; instead, they would fall solely on those people who receive their salaries and pensions from public funds (...) therefore only some categories of citizens would be asked to make an additional effort for the benefit of the community from some.’

It is obvious that employment is one of the aspects that has been most affected by the throes of the global economic crisis. Unemployment has become a serious problem in Spain, and meeting the goal of full employment contained in Article 40.1 of the Constitution seems to be extremely challenging. But Spain cannot ‘throw in the towel’, so some policies need to be enacted to promote employment. This is where cooperatives have interesting potential, because their values coincide with a social model that enhances social rights and the guiding principles of social and economic policies, including creating high-quality employment, fostering entrepreneurship and offering some channels for the new forms of work that arise within the so-called models of ‘collaborative economy’ and ‘green work. What follows is a discussion of how the Spanish legal system can help in this regard.

4. The promotion of cooperatives as a means to support employment policies under the Spanish legal system

The Spanish legal system provides several forms of support to ensure that cooperatives can go hand-in-hand with employment poli-

---
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cies, a symbiosis that is certainly favourable to both. DIVAR GARTEIZ-AURRECOA33 has underlined the potential of the ‘cooperative alternative’ to combat unemployment and poverty. From the point of view of the different legal systems, as pointed out by FICI,34 the specific nature of the substantive regime of cooperatives, compared with other types of undertakings is essential in terms of justifying their specific regime in terms of tax and other areas of law, for example.

The Judgement of the Court of Justice of the European Union (First Chamber) of 8 September, 2011 (joined cases C-78/08 to C-80/0835), considered that the Italian law that taxed cooperatives more favourably than for profit undertakings was not necessarily ‘state aid’ incompatible with European Union law. Also, in the Spanish constitutional case law, the preferential treatment granted by various regulations to cooperatives vis-à-vis other types of undertakings and companies, pursuant to the constitutional mandate to promote cooperatives (as included in Article 129.2 of the Constitution), was supported from the start. This was not only the case for the fiscal area,36 but in other very different areas, such as regulations concerning credit unions,37 educational regulations,38 marine fish farming, etc.39

Support to cooperatives cannot go far enough. The UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development advocates full employment, but

34 FICI, A. (2015, 80).
35 As Antonio FICI explained, the Judgment stemmed from a preliminary question referred to the Court of Justice of the European Union by the Italian Supreme Court of Cassation, as to whether the tax advantages granted by Italian legislation (specifically by Article 11 of Presidential Decree No. 601/1973) for producers’ and workers’ cooperatives were compatible with EC law. The Italian Supreme Court of Cassation asked if these tax advantages could be considered State aid, contrary to community law. The Court of Justice of the European Union held that it was for the Court that referred the question to ‘...determine in particular whether the tax exemptions in question are selective and whether they may be justified by the nature or general scheme of the national tax system of which they form part, by establishing in particular whether the cooperative societies at issue in the main proceedings are in fact in a comparable situation to that of other operators in the form of profit-making legal entities and, if that is indeed the case, whether the more advantageous tax treatment enjoyed by those cooperative societies, first, forms an inherent part of the essential principles of the tax system applicable in the Member State concerned and, second, complies with the principles of consistency and proportionality’ (paragraph 82 of the Judgment). On this subject, see also, AGUILAR RUBIO, M. (2017, 60 et seq.)
36 ATXABAL RADA, A. (2008, 71) and ALONSO RODRIGO, E. (2001, 42 et seq.)
38 STC 77/1985, of 27 June.
39 STC 103/1989, of 8 June.
the prevailing economic policies have prioritised balanced budgets, austerity and social cuts. Consequently, cooperatives need to be supported, as they are called upon to play an important role in promoting employment.

That is why Section 6.a of the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 64/136, of 11 February, 2010, on cooperatives and social development, urged governments, international organisations and associations that make up this movement to take advantage of and fully develop ‘the potential and contribution of cooperatives for the attainment of social development goals, in particular the eradication of poverty, the generation of full and productive employment and the enhancement of social integration’. In a similar vein, the ILO Recommendation No. 193 of 2002 on the promotion of cooperatives recognised the cooperative contribution to the creation of employment, provided that ‘...the promotion and strengthening of the identity of cooperatives should be encouraged on the basis of: cooperative values of self-help, self-responsibility, democracy, equality, equity and solidarity; as well as ethical values of honesty, openness, social responsibility and caring for others.’

Indeed, cooperatives can serve as an instrument for employment policies from various perspectives: for example, by promoting ‘self-employment’, helping to fight mass unemployment, precarious employment and the social-labour exclusion of certain groups of the unemployed. They can also take on some of the social functions that the welfare state is ‘failing to fulfil’, with the creation of cooperatives in the areas of healthcare, care for dependent and disabled people, financial services (given the struggle for credit), education, renewable energies, cultural activities, agriculture, etc. In this regard, in light of the initiative of the ILO Century project focused on the future of work, the International Cooperative Alliance presented a position paper on the Initial Report of the Global Commission called ‘Cooperatives and Future of Work’, of 30 April, 2018. This paper highlighted the importance of co-

---

42 MOLINA NAVARRETE, C. (2014, 56, 65-68, 75). As this author has shown, when there is a severe jobs crisis, self-employment, that is, the creation of one’s own job through the social economy, especially cooperatives, becomes more important as an option to cover the needs of weakening both of the labour market (labour dimension) and the welfare state (social dimension).
operatives to create employment, even in the most innovative and dynamic sectors of the economy such as, for example, the ‘collaborative economy (and within it, the digital economy), the ‘white economy’, ‘the green economy’, ‘the circular economy’ and the creative industries.

At a time when unemployment continues to threaten our future, we should turn our attention to cooperatives and realise that one of the possible solutions to this challenge has always been readily available, despite not always having been given the attention it deserves. As provided for in the Spanish Constitution, it would be advisable to promote cooperative societies through appropriate legislation (Article 129.2), carrying out policies oriented towards a final goal: full employment (Article 40.1).

5. Conclusions

The Spanish legal system defines active employment policies as ‘the set package of services and programmes aimed at providing guidance, employment and vocational training for employment in the workplace programmes seeking to improve the employability of unemployed people, either on an employed or a self-employed basis, the maintenance of employment, the professional development of employees and the promotion of entrepreneurship and the social economy’. Given that cooperatives are part of the core of the social economy, the synergy between cooperatives and active employment policies finds a fertile ground for the development of the mandates that the 1978 Spanish Constitution establishes in relation to the promotion of cooperatives (Article 129.2) and a policy aimed at full employment (Article 40.1).

The problem posed by the provisions in Article 40.1 is that their constitutional guarantees are quite weak, given that they do not appear in Chapter II but in Chapter III of Title I of the Constitution, under the heading ‘Principles governing Economic and Social Policy’. According to the provisions in Article 53.3 of the Constitution, the recognition, respect and protection of these guiding principles will inform positive law, judicial practice and the actions of the public authorities, but they can only be invoked before ordinary Courts under the legal provisions which develop them. If the legislator fails to develop them or develops them insufficiently, it will be difficult for them to have a practical legal effect that makes them enforceable by the authorities. In addition, the impact of the global economic crisis has brought serious cuts in the benefits derived from some historically recognised social rights and has led to an obvious decline in their levels of protection, as
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a result of the crisis and the ‘sacred’ principle of balanced budget. And what is worse, the Spanish Constitutional Court (unlike some other Constitutional Courts such as the Portuguese one), has endorsed the constitutionality of these regressive measures.

The promotion of cooperatives is included in Article 129.2 of the Spanish Constitution, which is not contained in Title I (related to fundamental rights and duties), but in Title VII (related to Economy and Finance), which includes most of the provisions of what has been called the ‘Economic Constitution’. It is clear that the Spanish Constitution does not intend to have a neutral legislative scenario for cooperatives, but rather clearly opts to support them and create a favourable framework for their development.

As employment is one of the social aspects most severely affected by the global economic crisis, cooperatives provide interesting potential in terms of promoting employment. Recognised by both the UN and the ILO, their values fit a social model that enhances social rights and the guiding principles of social and economic policies, creating high-quality employment, fostering entrepreneurship and self-employment, helping to solve mass unemployment, precarious employment and the social/labour exclusion of certain groups of the unemployed. They even take on some functions that the welfare state no longer covers, with the creation of cooperatives in sectors such as healthcare, care for dependents, education, etc. As stated in the International Cooperative Alliance Report entitled ‘Cooperatives and the Future of Work’, of 30 April 2018, on the occasion of the ILO Centennial, cooperatives can help to create jobs in the most innovative and dynamic sectors of the economy such as, for example, the ‘collaborative economy’ (and within it the digital economy), the ‘white economy’, ‘the green economy’, ‘the circular economy’ and creative industries.
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